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Abstract
Warfare is an ever evolving mixture of combinations: attack and defense, symmetry and asymmetry, maneuver and firepower, mass and economy of force, etc. True
operational art manifeets itself when the right balance -if these combinations is
applied to war fighting. This paper analyzes one such combination; ground maneuver
and air interdiction. Indeed, this is a treatise on the synchronization of land power
and air power, and how these two vital elements can better contribute to a successful
operational campaign. The fundamental thesis is that the Joint Force Commander
(JFC) must do more than merely balance this combination as separate entities, lie
must employ them as coequals in mutually complementary operations.
The synergistic relationship between ground maneuver and air interdiction is
explored and supporting historical precedents discussed. Next, Army, Air Force and
joint doctrine is analyzed to determine the prevailing views on the subject. Finally,
the author makes recommendations whichi enhance the orchestration of ground manuver and air interdiction in achieving the JFC' objectives.
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Chapter 1

Joint Warfare Is Team Warfare
Military victories are not gained by a single arm, though the failure of any arm or
Service might well be disastrous, but are achieved Lhrough the efforts of all arms
and Services welded into a team.

-- General George C. Marshall
Joint Warfare of the US Armed Forces

Teamwork is endemic to the American way of life. From wagon trains to
the space shutle, our pioneer heritage centered on a consolidated team approach to task accomplishment. Undoubtedly, our past success as a nation
depended on working together unselfishly and not caring who received the
credit. Similarly, to ensure tomorrow's success, this same spirit of cooperation
muhhlA,
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ors to achieve our national objectives. Nowhere will this be more important
than in the joint execution of warfare by our country's armed forces. Indeed,
this is ratified by General Colin Powell's statement in Joint Pub I that modern warfare is synonymous with joint warfare and "joint warfare is team
warfare."1 Because the central thesis of this paper requires a joint perspective, let's take a moment to review this concept.
The joint war-fighting team is made up of the Joint Force Commander
(JFC) and his Functional or Service components. The JFC is the team captain, the quarterback of joint operations. As such, it is his job to harmonize all
subordinate operations to achieve assigned political and military objectives in
his geographical area of responsibility. Specifically, the JFC employs the multidimenbional forces of land, sea and air to "present the enemy with more
ways to die than he can counter."2 This is done by targeting not only the
enemy's forces but also by following Sun Tzu's admonition to attack the enemy's strategy, morale and will. Joint Pub 1 refers to this multifaceted assault as "Full Dimensional Operations."3 Indeed, its orchestration becomes an
art form.
The JFC practices his operational art by synergistically melding his forces
together in time, space, and purpose. To do so, he must effectively answer the
4
following quc 3tions:
1. What military condition(s) must be produced in the operational area to
achieve the strategic goal?
2. What sequence of actions is most likely to produce that condition?

3. How should the resources of the joint force be applied to accomplish that
sequence of actions?
4. How and when should the transitions between sequences be made?
The resolutions to these and other questions are then integrated into the
JFC's campaign plan. The DOD dictionary defines a campaign plan as "a
series of related military operations aimed to accomplish a common objective."5 In building this plan,
it is difficult to view the contributions of air, land, sea, space, and special operations
forces in isolation. Each is critical to the success of the joint force, and each has
certain unique capabilities that cannot be duplicated by other types of forces. Given

the appropriate circumstances, any dimension of combat power can be dominant
and even decisive in certain aspects of an operation 6or phase of a campaign, and
each force can support or be supported by other forces.

This graphically illu'3trates the interdependence of the joint team in fulfilling
the campaign objectives. Obviously, a main point to this discussion is that
interservice rivalry denigrates other members of the team and detracts from
their mutual cooperation. General Powell emphasized this point by stating:
"Functional and Service components of the joint force conduct subordinate or
supporting operations, not independent campaigns."7 In other words, there is
only one campaign, the JFC's theater campaign. It is in this spirit of "jointWarfare is an ever evolving mixture of combinations: attack and defense,
symmetry an, asymmetry, maneuver and firepower, mass and economy of
force, etc. True operational art manifests itself when the right balance of
these combinations is applied to war fighting. This paper analyzes one such
combination; ground maneuver and air interdiction. Indeed, this is a treati.s3e
on the synchronization of land power and air power, and how these two vit-a
elements can contribute to a successful operational campaign. My fundamental thesis is that the JFC must do more than merely balance this combination
as separate entities, h? must employ them as coequals in mutually complementary operations.
In addressing this topic I will devote a separate chapter to four unique
areas. Chapter 2 explores the definitions of ground maneuver and air interdiction, and thoroughly examines their symbiotic relationship. Chapter 3
focuses on the historical precedents to this relationship. Specifically, what
evidence does history reveal to support our overall thesis? The fourth chapter lays out current Service and joint doctrine on the subject. Here, I rely
heavily on Service doctrinal manuals as well as recent guidance issued by
the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. And finally, in chapter 5, the
author makes recommendations toward enhancing the harmonization of
ground maneuver and air interdiction in realizing the JFC's objectives.
Let's begin by "unpacking" the conceptual relationship between ground maneuver and air interdiction.
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Chapter 2

Maneuver and Interdiction
The Relationship

In modern warfare, any single system is easy to overcome; combinations of systems,
with each protecting weak points in others and exposing enemy weak points to be
exploited by other systems, make for an effective fighting fo, oe.
--Vice Admr Stanley R. Arthur and Marvin Pokrant
"The Storm at Sea," US Naval Institute Proceedings

Executing a Joint Force Commander's campaign requires the synchronized
melding of all systems and environmental dimensions of war fighting. Consequently, a solid underni.-nding of war-fighting dynlamics is critical to the
conduct of successful operations. This chapter focuses on the relationship
between two of these factors-snrpitically, ground maneuver and air interdiction. I will investigate how these elements of operational art unite to create a
synergistic coupling. To do so, I will first define and discuss each element
separately. Then, with that foundation, I'll bring them together and discuss
their conceptual relationship.

Ground Maneuver
The US Army's Field Manual (FM) 100-5, Operations, describes maneuver
as the movement of
potent combat forces in relation to the enemy to secure or retain positional advantage. It is the means of concentrating forces at decisive points to achieve sum prise,
psychological shock, physicamentum, and moral dominance .. to set up conditions
for victors.'

Essentially, maneuver denotes the freedom of mobility to place one's forces at
a chosen point of strategic, operational, or tactical importance. In simpler
terms, maneuver is what allows Marshal Dillon to circle around and sneak in
the back door while Festus covers the front entrance of the Long Branch
Saloon.
Not surprisingly, history portrays maneuver as an essential requisite '-r
successful ground warfare. Napoleon recognized this when he said; "Victory
is to the armies which maneuver."' The rapid relative movement of
Napoleon's forces enabled them to circumvent and/or envelope his enemies
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so as to cut off their lines of communication and supply. M, ny natural and
technological methods have been used to enhance the maneuver potential
of an army. Fo" example, the horse, elephant, railroad, truck, and tank are
all tools of mobility. 3 With mobility, an army can reposition quickly, providing the combat coverage of a much larger force. Unfortunately, these efforts
can be minimized because the advantages of maneuver are available to
both belligerents in a conflict. Indeed, each commander can counter the
maneuvers of his enemy by quickly repositioning his own forces. In fact, it
was this phenomenon that led to the sequential move-countermove scenario
which resulted in the rush to the North Sea and the long stagnant trenches
of World War I. There is more involved in maneuverability, however, than
just movement for its own sake.
Joint Publication 1-02, Department of Defense Dictionary of Military and
Associated Terms, adds a twist by defining maneuver as the "employment of
forces on the battlefield thi uigh movemcnt in combination with fire, or fire
potential, to achieve a positi of advantage in respect to the enemy in order
to accomplish the mission." .r, cther words, forces move to a position of
advantage so as to kill the
.my with firepower. Conversely, they employ
firepower to shield their mane .. er tc the desired location. Maneuver warfare,
while an important component of tactical operations, will not succeed without
firepnxLxrer "We maneuver to bring firp4 on the enemy. Wo 1ring fires on the
enemy in order to maneuver."' They are inseparable and complementary components of combat. In short, maneuver is not an end in itself; neither is
firepower. However, the trick is to employ precision fires in promoting one's
own maneuverability while denying the same freedom of movement and offensive punch to the enemy.
Traditionally, the maneuver/fires combination is al,. 3d within the context
of the tactical level of war. However, this paper sugges , that we expand our
horizons toward exploiting the mutual effects of maneuver and fires at the
operational level of war. Indeed, we must consider ground maneuver at the
campaign level and its accompanying theater-wie fl,.es. Coincidenta.ly, air
power brings to the table an operational dimension of both maneuver and
direct fires; air interdiction.

Air Interdiction
Joint Pub 1-02 defines interdiction as: "An action to divert, disrui.t, delay or
destroy the enemy's surface military potential befbre it. can be u:i;d effuctively
against friendly forces."' Simply put, air interdiction is the apphication of air
power to attack enemy personnel and resources before they engage in surface
combat. In some circles, interdiction is identified almost exclusively as support to friendly ground forces by merely reducing the flow of men and materialq to the enemy front lines. However, interdiction goes far beyond this
limited scope-it directly strikes enemy land forces as well as their lines of
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communication. In 1974, Maj Gen Leslie W. Bray referred to this aspect of
interdiction as "counterforce." 7 lie felt that improved techrology gave air
power the potential to "emerge as a significant and perhaps decisive factor for
countering enemy land forces in the future."8 Additionally, air interdiction
exploits the "third dimension" of maneuver and combines it with its own
direct firepower to conduct a literal vertical envelopment of the enemy. Indeed, this envelopment of the enemy is "as sure and decisive as if an army
9
had been introduced behind him."
Obviously, the intent is to hit the enemy as far away from friendly ground
forces as practical. Consequently, in descending priority, interdiction's primary objectives are to
1. destroy enemy forces and their support before they can ever be used
0
offensively against friendly forces.1
2. limit the military potential of engaged enemy forces to a level that is
manageable by friendly forces.
3. Control the time of engagement to that most advantageous to friendly
11
forces.
The DOD definition of interdiction embodies three key aspects. The first
describes the effect. One seeks to deny the use of military potential to the
enemy. Interdiction can be an effective means for ,iJrnving the enemy's
surface forces. 12 It is not necessary to totally destroy his forces to accomplish
this mission. Often, it will suffice to merely delay the enemy in order to buy
sufficient time for friendly forces to regroup or maneuver.
The second facet deals with the targe. set. Military potential includes
troops, supplies, lines of communication, and command and control networks.
Ideally, one prefers interdiction to completely prevent enemy forces from engaging friendly surface forces at all. However, failing that, enemy forces can
be subsequently "rendered impotent by severing their lines of communication,
isolating them from their command and control architecture, and deny, -I
them resupply."'1 Ground engagements, under some conditions, require considerable logistic support. Therefore, intemdiction of those supplies severely
impacts the combat capability of an enemy force.
Lastly, interdiction is associated with both time and location. Cutting off
thl
1 enemy "before" he can effectively employ is the primary goal. Interdict~ion covers locations at all levels of war and therefore, its effects touch the
entire theater of operations. By turning off the "tap" at its source or en
route to the theater or battle front, the enemy becomes a strategic, operational, and/or tactical target. However, it is important to recognize that the
farther back we interdict the enemy, the longer it will take for him to feel
the consequences. On the other hand, the farther back we interdict, the
mofre concentrated the enemy may be, thus providing more lucrative
targets.
The attributes of air interdiction provide many advantages. Theoretically,
effective interdiction denies the enemy the fundamental tenets of army operations; initiative, agility, depth, synchronization, and versatility, 1 '1 while Fre-
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serving the same capability for friendly ground forces. Further, int(.rdiction
denies sanctuary to the enemy while diverting his resources and offensive
potential to defensive reactions. As a result, the problems of defense are
exacerbated because the enemy must disperse his antiaircraft defenses
throughout his entire force. To provide defensive coverage far the full length
of his communications, he is prevented from concentrating potential defensive
firepower. Undoubtedly, air interdiction disrupts the enemy commander's concept of operations ancd control of forces. Nevertheless, there are also limitations to air interdiction.
The execution of effective interdiction is very scenario dependent. Indeed,
there are conditions that determine the success or failure of interdiction operations. The joint publication on interdiction (3-03) describes one of these as
follows:
Results against an enery with minimal logistic requirements, a simple force stnrcture, and primitive logistic systen,8 will differ from interdiction conducted against a

highly mechanized, modern force possessing intensive logistic requirements. Interdiction is most appropriate when the enemy must move major forces and equipmcnt
rapidly. Interdiction conducted against enemy forces and logistics without regard to
the operational situation may be largely ineffective. 5

In short, this means that one's interdiction strategy must be tailored to the
enemy's specific conditions. Further, the Office of Air Force History adds
several inure constraints.1 6

1. Intelligence. One needs adequate information on the enemy's disposition
to select viable interdiction targets. Additionally, intelligence determines the
feasibility of interdiction as it relates to the Joint Pub 3-03 scenario limitation
described above.
2. Air Superiority: Interdiction requires sufficient access to enemy airspace
to allow air attack of interdiction targets and to prevent enemy interdiction
efforts.
3. Identifiability and Precision: To interdict, one must be able to detect,
identify, and then hit the selected targets.
4. Concentration and Channelization: The more limited the enemy's transpol-tation system, the more it is subject to interdiction. Channeling the enemy
into chokepoints enhances interdiction by forcing concentration.
5. Steady Demand and Strained Capacity: Demand generated by the support of a large force engaged in surface warfare incurs a strain on the capacity
of the enemry's lines ofcommunication. Interdiction of these lines compounds
the
etrain and restricts the capacity. However, unless the eneny has a continuous demand for risupply, interdiction is not likely to h!ive the desircd
impact. Usually this demand stems from increased pressure on the enemy by
friendly ground forces.
All of these factors play an active, dynamic role in determining the potential for decisive air interdiction. Nevertheless, which of them are required
conditions for interdiction and which are solely contributory in i-iatuic-? T1hey
)breakout as follows:
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Required Conditions
1. Intelligence
2. Air Superiority
3. Identifiability
4. Precision

ContributingConditions
1. Concentration
2. Channelization
3. Stead- Demand
4. Strained Capacity

As we will see in the next chapter, without the required conditions, effective
interdiction is not possible. It will become apparent that ai least one or more
of the contributing factors are also necessary for successful air interdiction
operations. From the preceding descriptions of ground maneuver and air interdiction, on- begins to visualize the inherent relationship between the two.

The Relationship
The true relationship between ground maneuver and air interdiction finds
its roots in the writings of Sun Tzu. This ancient Chinese general planned and
executed his campaigns using two distinct forces; the cheng (supported) force
and the ch'i (supporting) force.' 7 Interestingly, they were reciprocal, their
effects being mutually interchangeable. Sun Tzu defined one as the fixing/distracting elem.mt and the other as the flanking/decision element. Their actions
ware fully synchronized and "interlocked as two rings" such that no one could
"determine where one ends and other begins.""i Their variations of employment were considered infinite as the supported element was often redirected
into a supporting role and vice versa, depending upon combat conditions.
Thus, Sun Tzu created a dilemma for his enemy by posing a double threat.
Similarly, the decisive mobility and firepower of land forces and air forces
are mutually supporting and interchangeable. Just as rnareuver and fires are
fundamental principles of tactical warfare, ground maneuver and air interdiction can and should be synchronized so that each complements and reinfbrces
the other at the operational level of war. It is this relationship in the context
of a theater campaign that we focus our attention.
Synchronization of land and air forces is vital because, as with Sun Tzu's
forces, it creates , i unsolvable dilemma for the enemy. Basically, the dilemma is this:
If the en my atteinpts to counter surface maneuver (actual or potcntial by1 nassing
or ino,'ing rapidly, he exposes himself to losses from air interdiction; it the t neniy
em hploys lnoasorLes that reduce the lo;ss,s cau-ed by Mir interdiction., he will lo,,., or
reduce his ability to maneuver fast enough to counter the maneuvei of friendly
uurface Forces. Thus, regardless of the offensive or defcnsive action tlhe enemy

chooses to take, he face!; difeat.19

By operating together, ground and air forces; piose the doutble threat of' a
mutually supporting, deadly team. Air interdition's ability to delay or stop
the movement of enemy military forces enhances one's own ground nmibi!ity in
seeking positional advantage. Additionally, interdicting the enemy supply line
limits his offensive and dcfcnsive lighting capability when and if he eicoul9

ters friendly ground forces. Conversely, friendly ground mý,,euver forces the
enemy to attempt a countermove, thus exposing him to air interdiction.
This cooperative relationship is not new to military thinking. Tn 1917 Winston Churchill wrote, "for our ground-air offensive to aLtain its full effect it is
necessary that our ground offensive should be of a character to throw the
greatest possible strain upon the enemy's communications.'"2 0 In 1936 J. C.
Slessor described the joint use of armored forces and aircraft to cut the enemy's lines of supply. He argued that the threat of an armored thrust into an
enemy's rear would cause him to consolidate his supply depots and reserves so
as to better protect them from ground assault. However, to protect his facilities and forces from air strikes, he would have to disperse them. Therefore,
the moral
is tLat these opposing tendencies should be deliberately exploited and •he two
arms, the air striking force and the armored force on the grnund, should be used to
play into each other's hands-the tanks by raiding the enemy's back areas must
cornpel him to concentrate his maintenance and supply installations, and thus
create excell.,nt and vulnerable targets for the air force, and vice versa."'

There are addicional dynamics which influence the relat r)ship of ground
maneuver and air interdiction. Ground and air force.; both use mobility and
firepower in defeating the enemy. Therefore, they are constrained by some of
the same types of limitations in their employment; namely, terrain and the
weather. These constraints atfect the ability to move and identity possible
Largets. Ground maneuver can be severely inhibited by the natural contours
of the terrain. Whether it be a mountainous, jungle, or desert environment,
terrain has great impact on where and how fast a ground unit can maneuver.
Moreover, it also determines the makeup of that force, as heavy mechanized
forces are ill-suited for operations in jungle or mountainous regions. Weather
further complicates the agenda of a ground fighting force by restricting visibility and imposing hostile climatic conditions. These environmental features
"combine to restrict movement, observation, fields of fire, signal systems,
battlefield surveillance, and target acquisition.' 22 Air interdiction has historically been constrained by these soýme factors.'23
As you recall from our preceding discussion on interdiction, we listed target
•dentifiability, concentration, and channelization as some limiting conditions
for" interdiction. Ironically, since interdiction's targets are earth bound, the
same constraints that affect them introduce added complexity when conducting interdiction. For example, ground movement in the jungle is hanipred,
but. on the other hand the potential to be seen from the air decreases as well.
Also, the terrain/weather can act as a conduit to concentrate and channelize a
targeted enemy force, such as in a mountain pass Therefore, finding, identifying, and hitting enemy ground targets is influenced by the very tetrrain and
weather features which affect ground maneuver. So, the more the evemy
maneuvers, the more exposed he becomes to air interdiction. To deny interdiction, he is forced to pass through complex terrain or use "concealment, camotuftaý,e, deception, and dispersal to ,in;ke.the (aii.)search more di tflcul t."U4
Either way, ground maneuver is minimized.
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Unfortunately, there has been a tlendency to regard air interdiction merely
as su;pport for army ground maneuver. 2 5 Indeed, depending on the situation,
th-at concept can be true. However, it is only half true. Such a perception
ad~versely affects the orchestration and employment of a conceivably PoYLet1L
team. Alt prevents military planners from visualizing the possibilities of a
trjily joint air and ground strategy.2 6 Undoubtedly, a theater campaign plan
must be geared toward the capabilities of both the ground and air forces to
achieve their synergistic effects. In fact, when w'ý understand the ccequal
relationship between the two, there should be no stigma attached to the idea
that a ground force strategy "may be dc-signed to exploit the effects of' air
strategy. If the objectives and situation are such that, in order to be successful, air power must. be exploited to Lhe fullest, then the ground forces must
support the air forces. "27
Here, we must take time to reiterate the importance of' air superiority.
Remember, this relationship cuts both ways across adversarial houndaries.
Therefore, it is essential that friendly air forces prevent the employment of
similar enemy interdict.'on operations. Hence, the traditional priority of air
forces is to seek superiority over the enemy as its first concern.
Now that we better comprehend the key relationship between ground mnaneuver and air interdiction, let's turn our attention to some supporting historical evidence.
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Chapter 3

Historical Precedents
We should carefully study the lessons which were learned in past wars at the cost of
hlood and which have been bequeathed to us ...
We must put conclusions thus
reached to the test of our own experiences and absorb what is useful, eject what is
useless and add what is specifically our own.
-- Mao Tse-tung
On the ProtractedWar

By using history as a tutor we gain incredible insight into the feasibility of
melding ground maneuver and air interdiction. Indeed, excellent examples
emerge from all the major conflicts which involved air power; from World War I
to Operation Desert Storm. I shall illustrate noteworthy examples from each
of these wars and attempt to tie them to the conditions for effective interdiction mentioned in chapter 1. interestingly, we shall see that successes as well
as failures are directly attributable to the fulfillment, or lack thereof, of thost
conditions.

World War I
Perhaps one of the earliest examples available on the integration of effective air interdiction and ground maneuver comes from the British experi'nce
in Palestine during WWI. In September 1918, Geri E. 1. H. Allenby orchestrated the virtual annihilation of the C '•iman air force and the Turkish Seventh and Eighth Armies by using a combination of air and ground operations.
After a hard fought battle for air control, the Royal Air Force (RAF) won a
commanding victoey over German air units supporting the Turkish armies.
Subsequently, under the protective umbrella of air supremacy and supporting
air interdiction, Allenby secretly maneuvered his ground forces to an attack
position totally undetected by the Turkish army.
The preparatioi.s for the attack included the most elaborate measures to deceive
the enemy: empty camps, rows of dummy horse-lines and artificially raiced clouds
of dust at the Jordan valley end distracted the Turks' attention from the stealthy
concentration of the British and Australian mounted and disniounted divisions at
the Mediterranean end of the line)

After their deceptive lateral shift, General Allenby's, forces Utaged an offensive breakthrough (f the Turkish lines th:.At was to end the ,:ampaign in the
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Middle East. Incidentally, it was the only significant frontai penetration accomplished by the British in the entire war.2 Not only did air power permit
the strategic surprise of the ground offensive, but in turn, the ground attack
enhanced subsequent air interdiction. In the ensuilng Turkish retreat, British
ground forces enabled the "air striking force to make perhaps the most decisive contribution it has ever made to the issue of a battle by direct action
against an enemy army." 3 T. E. Lawrence's personal description of the results
is worthy of quotation:
But the climax of air attack, and the holocaust of the miserable Turks, fell in the
valley by which Esdraelon drained to the Jordan by Beisan. The modern motor
read, the crly way of escape for the Turkish divisions, was scalloped between cliff
and precipice in a rnurderous defile. For four hours our aeroplane!; replaced one
another in series above the doomed columns: nine tons of small bombs or gr-nades
and fifty thousand rounds . rained upon them. When the smoke had cleared it
was seen that the organization of the enemy had melted away. They were a dispersed horde of trembling individuals, hiding for their lives in every fold of the vast

hills. Nor did their commanders ever rally them again. When our cavalry entered
the silent valley the next day they could count ninety guns, fifty lorries, and nearly
a thousand carts abandoned with all their belongings. The R.A.F. lost four killed.
The Turks lost a corps.'

This is indeed a remarkable example of synchronized surface maneuver
and air operations. The mutual support shared between both mediums provided the recipe for victory. With air power offering protective cover and a
means of enemy attrition, friendly ground force's exploited theii opportunity
for maneuver and attained a position of offensive advantage. In attempting to
maneuver away from the British attack, the Turks were introduced to the full
force of the maneuver/interdiction dilemma. If they failed to retreat they
would be enveloped by ground forces. By choosing to move, they were exposed
to the vertical envelopment and firepower of a;r forces. Therefore, the wtcome
was predictable as :1H the prerequisite and contributory conditions tbr successfu! interd'ction were present. 5 Of special note, is the concentration and
chanriclization of 1.1e Turkish army along a single route of retreat.

World War i1.
Th,: ca-paign in Italy duiirig the spring of 19,44 offers an insightful contrusa beteen
iht is achieved by air interdiction alone as opposed to a
combined air and ground effoit.
A :tal1,mote had set in aloig the fortified Geommn Gusta;v Line in southcert~ral Italy. Both sides werc exhaus,,ed after six months of failed All)iýd
grmnud assaults so the Allied ground forces chose to "stand down for rest Lnd
regrouping."' However, in the inte-irn, Allied airmei-n proposed Operation
Sirangle, a unilateral air interdiction operaLiion. It:3 "purpose was to irterdicL
tht flowN of supwiies to the Geurnian ariries in Italy through thi- systematic
destruction o(" the ene.ny's rail and road Petwork."7 The results were revealing. The Allies "cut every railroad in at least. two ,laces causing massive
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reductions in German supplies. Nevertheless, in the absence of an Allied
ground attack, the Germans were not consuming vast quantities of supplies.
Exercising initiative and using the night, the Germans managed to transport
sufficient supplies via truck on the strained road system to maintain a static
status quo. Thus, the Germans did not withdraw. Failing with air power
alone, the Allies turned to a better advised combined air and ground offensive
code named Operation Diadem. 9 Thereafter, the dual effects of ground and air
attack complicated the German position considerably.
Attacks on vital .ommunication links . . severely curtailed
the German armies, imposed costly delays on the movement
played havoc with the enemy's plans and timetables, forced
military personnel to a vast repair effort, and created . . .
combat area.' 0

the tactical mobility of
of troops and supplies,
the liversion of scarce
disorganization in the

The problem facing the German commanders was essential]' this: How do we
rapidly shift our ground forces laterally along the front to counter Allied
ground attacks while facing the brunt of Allied air superiority and interdiction? The answer? We can't. The Allied interdiction attacks were so effective
that it was often necessary for units to move on foot, with their equipment
carried in horse-drawn carts. "Constant air attack made daytime movement
so costly that, except in cases of emergency, traffic was confined to the hours
11
of darlmess."
The Germans found themselves in a drastic situation. A few excerpts from
the War Diary of the German Tenth Army tell the story.
17 May: Our side is handicapped because [we are] unable to
counter local break-ins or breakthroughs with reserves or
troop redeployment; enemy air dominates the battlefield
and attacks every movement, day and night.
18 May: Constant, unremitting Allied fighter-bomber activity
makes movement or troop deployment almost impossible,
while enemy can move his reserves freely.
24 May: Holding a line had become impossible. The withdrawal has
1
begun. 2
The combination of Allied ground attack and air interdiction very quickly
changed a withdrawal into a rout.1' 3 Indeed, the unsolvable dilemma had
resurfaced. After the war, Gen Frido von Senger, the XIV Panzer Corps commander summed it up this way:
The enemy's mascery of the air space immediately hehind the front under attack
was a major source of worry to the defender, for it prevented all diylight movements, especially the bringing up of reserves. We were accustomed to making all
necessary movements by night, but in the event of a real breakthrough this was not
good enough. That was what actually occurred in the May breakthrough. In a battle
of movement a commander who con only mitke the ttictically essential move by
night resembles a chess player who for three of his opponent's nwves has the right
to only one.' 4
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Similar examples of complementary air and ground action abound in the
history of World War I1,15 However, even then. airmen ended the war wach a
misunderstanding about the combined relationship between the two forces.
Unfortunately, they failed to see the need for simultaneous ground maneuver/attack, advocating instead the solo use of air power.16 Similarly, army
leaders cited air interdiction as just another support for the ground war.
Unfortunately, Operation Strangle did not. adequately teach th2 desired les3,Ps. Consequently, history repeated itself in Korea with yet another Operation Strangle.

Korean War
In May 1951, the United Nations air forces began the Korean version of
Op'ýration Strangie. Bearing the same name as its Italian predecessor, its
intent was to interdict communist highway and rail communications leading
to the fr-ont lines. Initially, while combined with the Eighth Army's offensive,
interdiction was successful. However, as the army
slackened its attack north17
ward, Operation Strangle also lost momentum.
The ground war settled into a conflict of very little movement. Nevertheless, air interdiction efforts were continued in hopes of bringina the enemy to
the negotiating table. Almost immediately, Gen Matthew B. Ridgway noted
that interdiction did not prevent the enemy from moving his forces or resupplying their needs. Although the supply system was considerably strained,
there remained sufficient means for the maintenance of a static defensive
front. The enemy made good use of darkness, poor weather, concealment, and
dispersal to shield their movements from air attack. Indeed, a lack of ground
pressure gave the enemy the luxury of time to slowly reinforce his troops.
Therefore, even after ten months of continual rail interdiction the communists
were still not compelled to accept armistice terms. 18 Back in Washington
D.C., Gen Lemuel C. Shepherd, the commandant of the Marine Corps, recognized this reality and publicly stated that "Operation Strangle. . . was a
fizzle.""9 The conditions of effective air interdiction had not been met. However, previously in the war they had been.
The Korean experience also provided opportunities to see the validation of
the maneuver/interdiction relationship. In each case the conditions for success
were fully evident. For example, the North Korean invasion, the subsequent
Pusan breakout, and the Chinese offensive and initial retreat were all characterized by rapidly moving ground action. Protected by UN air superiority,
friendly ground maneuver remained unrestricted. On the other hand, communist ground maneuver attracted devastation from air attack as interdiction
flourished.2 °
The North Korean offensive of June 1950 began as ain overwhelming success. United Nations' forces began a frantic retre,.,t that was only exceeded in
speed during the subsequent Chinese invasion in November. Communist
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forces rapidly poured southward exposing themselves to severe air attack. As
protection, the Communists re" ced their losses by slowing their rate of adat night, dispersing and concealing themvance, choosing instead to trel
selves during daylight hours. This delay gave UN ground forces time to
reinforce along the Pusan perimeter. Furthermore, the North Korean forces
stretched themselves to an offensive culminating point. "It became readily
apparent that the air force had done its job well. The North Koreans around
the Pusan perimeter were nothing more than a skeleton... depleted by direct
destruction and starved by the interdictiun program." 2 1 For this reason, the
UN counterattacks in the south and at Inchon met with little organized resistance. Again, the enemy retreat resulted in a rout.
The North Koreans had to move quickly to avoid envelopment and destruction by
the pursuing •:.ig.Lh Army; however, speed required daylight movement, making it
easier for aircrews performing air interdiction to find and attack North Korean
units. Forced to choose between destruction by air or by ground forces, many North
allowing United Nations ground forces to
Korean units broke up or surrendered,
22
advance deep into North Korea.

As UN forces approached the Yaiu River, a tragic surprise awaited. The
Chinese invaded and the entire yo-yo process started all over again. Fortunately, the ground/air dilemma eventually took effect on the advancing Chinese and the tides were turned to favor the UN forces. Interestingly, it was
only when the UN forces throtled back their pursuit of the retiring Chinese
that both sides settled into the positional stalemate which spawned Operation
Strangle. Perhaps we failed to learn the proper lessons from history. Vietnam
would provide yet another lesson that we had previously failed to learn.

Vietnam War
If you recall, the first requirement for effective air interdiction is accurate
intelligence about the enemy. We determhiied in chapter 1 that an enemy with
minimal logistic needs and a primitive force structure would be less susceptible to air interdiction than a highly mechanized one.1 3 That difficult lesson
came slowly; a direct result of our experience in Vietnam. However, it was not
until years later that we realized the truth of that lesson. A close analysis of
two interdiction efforts, Rolling Thunder/Commando Hunt and Linebacker I,
brought it to light. The first was considered a failure, while the second a
success. 24

In his book, The Limits of Air Power, Mark Clodfelter makes a stron)g case
that the reason for the failure of Rolling Thunder/Commando Hunt was its
mismatch to the communist strategy. Specifically, it was an aggressive interdiction operation directed against the North's support for a guerrilla war in
the South. Although a great deal of damage was inflicted on northern lines of
supply, it' had no a, reciable eflcct on the nearly self-sustaining southern
war. Indeed, the needs of a stagnant unconventional conflict were minimal at
1?

-

best. As a result, Rolling Thunder/Commando Hunt failed to coerce a change
in enemy behavior. However, as the North Vietnamese raised the ante toward
a fast moving full scale conventional assault on the South during the "Easter
Offensive," Linebacker I achieved decisive results. The North Vietnamese
were forced to slow their advance due to air interdiction and thereby gave
South Vietnamese forces a chance to consolidate an effective defense. The
•mposing strategies became more evenly matched as the increased convex,.
tional intensity enhanced the exposure of the enemy's military forces. It was
not until 1975, after US withdrawal from Vietnam, that the North success.
fully invaded the South. This time US air power was riot there to hinder it. 5

Desert Storm
Desert Storir1 offers us two significant examples illustrating the combined
integration of ground man uver and air interdiction; the Battle of AI-Khafji
and the "left. hook" Coalition ground invasion. I will cover the first here, but
hold ttie second for discussion in chapter 5.
Duri.,g the night of 29-30 January 1991, several battalion-sized Iraqi units
atLacked Coalition forces in and around the border town of Al-Khafji. Catching Ccailitun forces by surprise, the Iraqis occupied the town. However, the
CoaliLion ground f0-ces quik"ly coUUtaŽrat:d, a1 d^1
with the i26
tion close air support (CAS), regained possession of Khafji two days laoer.
But, this is only part of the story. The night before the recapture of Khafji,
farther to the north, Saddam amassed over two divisions of armor and mechanized infantry to join the fight. Fortunately, because of technological advancements, the night no longer provided its historical sanctuary. Within minutes,
the Joint Surveillance and Target Attack Radar System (JSTARS) discovered
the Iraqi force and began targeting Coalition air power against it. The conditions were ripe for effective air interdiction. Using precision guided weapons,
airstrikes attacked throughout the night and decimated the two divisions.
They never reac•hed their desired ground battle. By morning, they were retreating in total disarray.
The Battle of Al-Khafii was important for the Coalition.
'he Pan-Arab forces
had defeated the Iraqis in a pitched battle, launching a difficult night counterattack
against enemy armor. The destruction inflicted on two Iraqi divisions by Coalition
aircraft seemed to presage what awaited any Iraqi force that left dug,-in defenses to
conduct a mobile operation. The strategic signfificance: Any Iraqi unit that moved
probably would be struck from the air. Any unit that remained in place eventually
would be struck either from the air, or by the impending ground assault."1

Khafji was the only significant Iraqi offensive action of the war. The objective for it is not exactly known. The accepted theory however, is that Saldam
Hussein sought to probe the Coalition forces and provoke a massive ground
battle. By doing so, he hoped to inflict severe casualties upon Coalition forces;
precisely what the US "body-bag phobyists" feared most. As it turned out, he
did manage to provoke ground action. Nevertheless, in the end, the mas,.Ive
18

rr.
casualties were his. For, when he tried to gear up for the "Mother of all
Battles," he met the" Mother of all Dilemmas."

Summary
Mao counsels us to carefully study the lessons of past wars and absorb what

is useful. When we do, these lessons become as new arrows placed in our
quiver for future wars. The preceding historical examples of the synergistic

relationship between ground maneuver and air interdiction should pro', ide
golden lessons to embellish our war-fighting doctrine. Unfortunately, in the
past these lessons were not fully comprehended. It appears as though the
appropriate application of the air/gTound rtlationship materialized more by
chanc.2 than by design. Let's now direct our attention to our current military
doctrine and see if we've matured enough to heed Mao's advice.
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Chapter 4

Current Military Doctrine
1 am tempted indeed to declare dogmatically that whatever doctrine the Armed
Forces are working on now, they have it wrong. I am also tempted to declare that it
does not matter that they have g't it wrong. What does matter is their capacity to get
it right quickly when the momen: arrives.
-Michael Howard
Journalof the Royal United
Services for Defense Studies

Military doctrine articulates the embodiment of accepted theory on how to
best employ military fcrce. It serves as a "guide for the exercise of professional
judgment," not as a "set of rules to be followed blindly."1 To remain valid,
doctrine must
be T%ever
evolving,
adapting
to the •changes
of technology,
threat,
"
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indicate that military doctrine is rather slow to change; especially in adopting
the lessons of past experience. To prevent cryst.•ilization through dogma, we
must expedite this evolutionary pace.
This chapter illustrates that we have made some doctrinal progress concerning the synchronization of air ioterdiction and ground maneuver. Nevertheless, there is ttih much room for improvement. First, let's take a brief look
at US Army and Air Force doctrine 2on the subject. Then, we'll dissect the
most current applicable joint doctrine.

Army Doctrine
In chapter 1 we alluded to a shift, in Army doctrine concerning the joint use of
ground maneuver and air inter-diction. In the 1986 (pre-Desert Storm) version of
F1, 100.5, air interdiction was referred to simply as support fbr ground maneuver. 3 In fact, other than airbase defense, there was little guidance on the use of
gro,Jnd operations which might enhance air interdiction. Categorized as a deep
Gperation, interdiction was relegated to the supportive role of shaping the future
battlefield where "decisive" close ground operations would take place. Army
doctrine stated: "Close operations bear the ultimate burden of victory or defeat.
The measure of success of deep and rear operations is their eventual imp:act on
close operations."4 This doctrine stemmed froin the belief thpt air operat."ons
could not decisively "destroy enemy forces in depth," only delay or disrupt tbeir
maneuver potential aad arrival vt the front..'
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However, in August 1992 (post-Desert Storm) the Army published the preliminary draft of a new FM 100-5. 'Fortunately, this new document contains
doctrinal changes with respect to air power and its combined use with ground
forces, To begin, it makes a strong statement that the Army does "not conduct
i'idependent operations but executes (its) missions within an integrated relationship with other services."6 Next, At states that without air superiority, the
tactical flexibility of ground forces is not possible. Finally, it addresses the
attack role of air power by saying: 'air forces are better used to attack in
depth those targets whose destruction, disruption, or delay will deny the
7
enemy the time and space to employ forces effectively."
At first glance this appears very similar to previous views about air interdiction. However, new doctrine also adds that deep operations are no longer
conducted as an "activity to shape or effect the close battle but one that8
simultaneously attacks and destroys the enemy throughout the battlefield."'
The Army recognizes that the precision and firepower of air attack car, devastate enemy forces at great depth and with more consistency than ever before.
Thus, the lethality of air interdiction is credited with the potential to directly
impact the theater campaign through enemy force destruction. To continue,
FM 100-5 ztates: "the effect of these (air) attacks is greatest when the enemy
is engaged in a highily mobile, maneuver scheme of operation dependent on
urgent resupply of combat reserves and consumables."' Therefore, both air
and ground tire and maneuver must be combined to defeae trhe eCIiy.!
Of special vote to airmen, the new manual also makes the statement that a
commander may us close operations to set the terms for decisive deep operations.1 1 Could that possibly mean using land maneuver to enhance air interdiction?

USAF Doctrine
Air Force doctrire leaves no doubt as to the mutually supportive relatiolship between ground maneuver and air interdiction. The foundation of this
relationship and the resultant "dilemma" inflict(d on the emiemy is taken
directly out of official I .SAF doctril'e. As ve pointed out in chapter 2:
Actual or threatenvd surface maneuver call f, rck: an eIIily to respIond by attl iping rapid nioveinelits or resupply. Tlwus resp. nscs cflflprvide
Cxanlhiit'v(
and vvul
nuralhli targets for interdiction kftorts, creati.ig an aganuzilig dikh11,
mi
for the
enriny. If the enenmy attepnlts to countur the surface 1a11ll ivC'rI. l
fll
,ii, 1:, Will Il.
exposed to unMccephtAle: iOsSes frrom iiterdictin ' if tIL' eAly e'mplys W.(oSuil's to,
reduce such losses, his furceu; will not be abl: tu counter thi sur;fae iiarnlcVel

Gaining laixiniumn advantuge frmn thu eneRmy's dilmniim;, de4p.nd on IIh' ailithy of
fiiendly surface forces to exploit thu encumys' delhiv and disrupti,,n

Although Army and Air Force doctrimles .seemn to agree omi thi s concept, at
least officially, there is still considerable conili,:t over "who" shoul0d control
deep battle synclhronization. In short, the Arlny \a,%ats to direct ii terdiition
efforts within their bat tle space (Area of lResponsibiluility/A010, wvih.e I,'SA,"
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doctrine demands centralized control over all interdiction operations. In the
end, the services compromise as joint doctrine plays referee.

Joint Doctirine
On 23 November 1992, Gen Colin Powell, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, issued a document entitled, "A Doctrinal Statement of Selected Joint
Operational Concepts." 13 Its purpose is to provide guidance concerning joint
war fighting to supplement Joint Pub 1, Joint Warfare of the US Armed
F~orces, and act as an authoritative baseline for developing or revising all
other joint publications.1" (Especially the rewrite of Joint Pub 3-0, Doctrine
for Unified and Joint Operations.) Among its topics is a discussion on synchronizing nmi~euver and interdiction. Additionally, it gives guidance on the cornmand and control of contributing forces. Specifically, it lays out the
appropriate supportedlsupporting relationships between ground and air forces
uric~er the operational direction )f a Joint Force Commander (JFC). This direction attempts to answer the individual services' question over "who" controls the synchronization of the deep battle.
The remainder of this chapter will concentrate on the salient points of the
chairman's guidance. First, we'll look at the document's refer,ýnces to the
syneigistic corrrbixmtiun of land anid air forces. Then, we'll review the desig-

nated command relationships

between

the two forces.

Maneuver and Interdiction
The chairman's gruidance is explicit about the synchronized use of interdiction and maneuver by referring to it as "oueric o the most dynimic concepts
available to thc joint forces . . . in optimizing leverage at the operational level"

of war." Further, specific reference is given to the agonizing dilemima in-

N.

curred by the, etiemy as lie attempts to counter the double threat of interdiction aid ground niancuver. However, if interdiction and inan-uver are to be
conide~:das dual operations, how does one determine the appropriate mnix
when fighting an enemy? The answer:
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tional dilemma of either defending from

disadvantageous positions or exposing

forces of interdiction strikes during attempted repositioning.

The concept of air/ground synchronization is very well articalated in the above
quotation. As stated, the responsibility for its synergistic application falls
squarely on the shoulders of the JFC. In the process, the JFC must carefully
balance the specific service doctrinal issues that may come into contention.
Namely, the desires of ground forces to dictate the conditions of their maneuver,
and the air commander's stated undesirability of fragmenting theater air assets.
Previous to this. document, the components of the Joint Force relied on
mutual cooperation and coordination, either directly or through the JFC, to
work out conflicts of interest. This doctrinal guidance seeks to overcome that
problem by adopting the use of complementary supported and supporting
relationships among the component commandel-s.
Command Relationships
Joint Force Commanders build sub-rdinatc "command relationships to facilitate the conduct of missions consistent with their ... campaign."'" In organizing
a joint force, the JFC chooses between a Service component or Functional component command structure. However, usually when two or more Services within a
joint force operate in the same dimension or medium, the JFC organizes his
command stniture via functional components. The two component commanders
which carry out the JFG'Cs orchestration of ground maneuver and air interdiction
are the Joint Forces Land Component Commander (JFLCC) and the Joint
Forces Air Component Commander (JFACC). The authority, responsibility, and
mission of both of these commanders is situationally defined by the JFC.
The JFLCC plans and executes land operations as directed by the JFC. lie
is usually the Service commander with the preponderance of ground throes in
theater possessing an adequate means to exercise command and control of all
ground forces."' Likewise, the JFACC is the Service commander with the
preponderance of air assets in-theatcr with adequate cmotrol means to direct
air operations. The JFACC normally has responsibility to execute the entire
2
theater air interdiction effort, although he has oth,!r missions as wel. )
In executing their responsibilities, it is ductrinally important to remember
that component commanders permit the Service thrces under their (drection
to function p)rimarily as they were designed."2 The intent here is to preuserve'
the tactical and operal ional integrity of the Service organiliat ions, whiieC meetiiig the needs of'the JFC.22
Once the JFC establishes his conimnand structure, he dictates the conditions
upon which to form the cOml)onenl. supported and suopporting relati smip.;.
i
By establishing flexible relationships between components, thet JIC buXtter
,dapts the organization of ihis forces tU, situational retuirem lut s. Moreover,
he can appropriately integrate component operations iii time, Sl)ICt,. and( IMurpose so as to impose the air/ground dileinnma upon the enemy.
The extent of ti e supported cmimimnder's authority, and tie supporting
coMrnianider's responsibility is eXplaine,d in Joint Pub 0 2.
2 412

Unless limited by the establishing directive (from the JFC), the commander of the
supported force will have the authority to exercise general direction of the supporting
effort. General direction includes the designation of targets or objectives, timing, and
duration of the supporting action and other instructions necessary for coordination and
efficiency.... Normally, the supportipi commander will be permitted to prescribe the
tactics, methods, communications, and procedures to be employed by elements of the
supporting force.... The supporting commander has the responsibility to ascertain the
needs of the supported force and take such action to fulfill them as is within existing
capabilities, consistent with priorities and requirements of other assigned tasks.'

To facilitate these operations, the JFC may establish geographical boundaries to coordinate the various maneuver and fire support measures between
supported and supporting forces. These boundaries are designed to maximize
the deconfliction of operations and to designate primary areas of component
re.ponsihility. Within his boundaries, a component commander is the supported commander for all operations that take place there. Additionally, the
supported commander has responsibility to "position and adjust those fire
support coordination measures consistent. with the operational situation and
in consultation with superior, subordinate, and supporting . . . commanders." 24 For example, the JFLCC may designate a Fire Support Coordination
Line (FSCL).
The FSCL is established to coordinate the fires that are not under the
direct control of the land commander, but which impact in close proximity to
friendly ground forces. Short of the FSCL, all fires are "controlled by the land
force commander." 25 Obviously, this serves to protect friendly forces from
potential fratricide. However, it also enables subordinate ground fbrces and
other components to employ fires with minimal deconflictiorl in areas beyond
the FSCL. Indeed, it is the control of this area outside the FSCL thait comes
into question with new joint doctrine. The solution lies with the JFC.
Based on his concept of operations, the JFC determines whether or not a ground
maneuver scenario is appropriate. When ground maneuver is not foreseen, the
supported/supporting relationship of the land and air components remains as in
theý nonboundary scenario depicted in Figure .6 This scenario illustrates the traditional relationship between land and air commanders. Inside the FSCL, the lard
commander is the supported commander. 'IPe JFACC coordinates the applicotiork
of air power, but within this area, the direct command and control of CAS assets is
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COORDINATE AIR JFACC

Figure 1. Nonboundary Scenario
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directed by the land commander. Outside the FSCL the JFACC becomes the
supported commander in directing theater air interdiction operations.
Conversely, when the JFC visualizes a ground maneuver scheme, he extends the supported boundares of the JFLCC. The sizes, shapes, and positioning of these land buundaries are established based on the JFC's proposed
campaign plan and the JFLCC's requirernents 'for depth to maneuver rapidly
and to fight at extended ranges." 2 7 Here, the JFLCC is the supported commander, even beyond the FSCL. Figure 2 depicts the placement and relation28
ship of component boundaries in a maneuver boundary scenario.
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Figure 2. Boundary Scenario
Of note, the chairman's doctrinal statement does not provide guidance on
how or when the components transfer the "supported baton" between a
nonboundary and a boundary scenario and vice versa. These transition
problems are left to the discretion of the oJFC.
Figure 2 portrays the component relationships, but it i" also important to
understand how air interdiction is coordinated within the bou idary scenarios.
Both inside and out of the land boundaries, air interdiction is prioritized by the
JFC and reflected in his air apportionment decision. Ais the supported commander for the theater-wide interdiction effort, the IJF'ACC uses these priorities
to plan and execute all air intci.diction operations. Ilowever, as depicted tbove,
the Jl"LCC is responsible for the synchroniz;,tion of air interdiction and
lnaneuver within his boundaries. The reason given is that interdiction with a near-term
effttct on ground maneuver should support the scheme of maneuver. Therefore,
Lhe Jt"LCC inqluences the supporting interdiction operations by directing target
priority, efltcts, and timing of interdiction operations.2" I !owever, lie does not
control the supporting air assets executing missions within his boundaries
('ee fig. 3).:° 'The JVACC retains that responsibility.
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Therefore, the JFLCC must work closely with the JFACC to orchestrate his
comdesired objectives. Unfortunately, this is precisely where breakdowns in
munication have rcccurred in the past between component commanders. 3 '

JFC DETERMINES SIZE, SHAPE, AND
POSITIONING OF BOUNDARY - BASED
ON HIS CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS

I

LAND OR NAVAL FORCE CMDR IS SUP
PORTED CMDR WITHIN BOUNDARY

*

JFACC IS SUPPORTED CMDR BEYOND
BOUNDARY

"*RESPONSIBLE FOR THE

JFACC IS SUPPORTED CMDR FOR
JFC S OVERALL Al EFFORT

SYNCRON!ZATION OF MANEUVER. FIRES.
AND INTERDICTION THROUGH TAP.GET PRIORITY. EFFECTS AND TIM
ING OF INTERDICTION OPS

"*CAN

*

SPECIFICALLY IDENTIFY IN i ER
lNTGTS
')ICTION

-

• JFACC WILL USE OVERALL INTERDIC
TION PRIORITIES AND INTERDICTION
PRIORITIES SPECIFICALLY APPOR.
TIONED FOR W/IN THE BOUNDARY TO
PLAN AND EXECIJTE THEATER.WIDE
INTERDICTION EFFORT

Figure 3. JFC Determines Size, Shape, and Positioning of Boundary
SpecificaLy, the JFLCC identifies and relays proposed air interdiction
targets within his boundaries, either individually or by category, that he
feels may affect the planned scheme of maneuver. This includes key areas
that he does riot want targeted, such as enemy transportation nodes he
wa,,ts preserved for future friendly uise. Further, the JFLCC communicates
1,w these selected targets fit into his maneuver plan both geographically
an°d/or by their desired supportive effects. Clearly, he must state how interdiction will enable or enhance his ground maneuver and what he wants to
accomplishi with air interdiction. Only when the JFACC understands the
land component's intent can he plan and execute air interdiction operations
to support both the JFLCC mission and the JFC's overall campaign.
IHowever, this only responds to one side of the synergistic air/ground
relationship. There is no corresponding guidance given concerning the use
of maneuver boundaries to promote air interdiction. Unfortunately, current
joint doctrine breaks down on this issue.

Summary
Current Sexvice and joint military doctrine describc:s the synergistic relationship between ground maneuver and air interdiction. Additionally, it seek.i
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to outline the command relationships between the contributing components.
However, specific guidelines for the transition between supported roles remain rather nebulous and will require considerable compromise between component commanders if they are to function effectively.
When ground maneuver is deemed necessary, the JFC assigns maneuver
boundaries to the JFLCC who serves as the orchestrating agent. However, the
chairman's new doctrinal statement only covers half of the equation. Wihile
there is considerable attention pais to the use of interdiction as an enabler of
ground maneuver, the opposite is not true. There is no corresponding guidance indicating who orchestrates ground maneuver in support of air interdiction. Common sense dictates it should be the JFACC, but doesn't this conflict
with General Powell's guidance that the JF'LCC be the supported commander
within the maneuver boundaries? Currcnt guidance does not clearly define
this relationship. Therefore, the probing questions we must answer are: when
should ground maneuver enable/enhance air interdiction and which component should control the effort? Maybe current joint doctrine hasn't fully addressed this topic after all. In chapter 5 we'll attempt to fill the gap.
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Chapter 5

Recommendations
Doctrine that spurns new information in order to preserve the old order fer its own
sake is not doctrine; it is dogma. It no longer allows honest questioning. Debate is
stifled; heretics are excommunicated. In such ways, the seeds of disaster are sown.
---Col James R. McDonough
Building the New FM 1CO-5
Miliary Review

V

The Cable News Network has changed the way American citizens and decision
makers look at war. "Real time" TV coverage of UIS casualties is now the fulcrum
upon which policy decisions are balanced. Indeed, infectious "bodybag-itis" has
reached epidemic proportions. Therefore, in designing military campaigns it is
vital that our operations, when posciible, minimize the primary cause of most
casualties; the close ground battle. Quite often, air power offers a suitable
alternative.
Under the right conditions, air power's lethality can obviate the need for expensive large scale close engagements by destroying the enemy at depth through
interdiction. In chapter 3 we witnessed supporting historical precedents that testify to this fact. Although it is foolish to believe that air power is always the correct
solution, there are situatioms in which a JFC's campaign plan should center on the
"decisive potential of air power. Obviously, the trick is to correctly identify the
proper conditions. When appropriate conditions exist, ground forces should support
the culminating maneuver and firepower of air interdiction. For example, as we
mentioned in chapter 4, the JFLCC may maneuver his forces so as to entice the
enemy to move into a position of vulnerability to air interdiction. Undoubtedly, this
requires a close liaison between the JFLCC and the JFACC in planning and
coordinating a schen.e (if maneuver that enhances interdiction potential.
The purpose of this chapter is twofold. First, I'll suggest a general framework of
conditions for determining when ground manet ýier should support air interdiction
and vice versa. Second, III recommend which component commander should orchestrate it. and conceptually, how he should direct the supporting efforts.

Conditions
Essentially, ground maneuver should support air interdiction v hen the
initial conditions are favorable for ground unaneuver and potentially favorable
for interdiction. To better understand the procesb, it helps to visualize a scale
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upon which we weigh the individual contributors for each component of our
air/ground team. When the prevailing conditions weigh in favor of either side,
then that particular component should become the supported force. In a very
general sense, figure 4 depicts this relationship.

I

GROUND MOBILITY INHIBITED
2 LOWER INTENSITY CONFLICT
3 INTERDICTION CONDITIONS QUES
TIONABLE

1 GROUND MOBILITY ENHANCED
2CONVENTIONAL CONFLICT
3 INTERDICTION CONDITIONS ACHIEV
AL

E

Figure 4. Suppo:red/Supporting Scale
However, let's examine these conditions in more detail to explore this relationship. The scales tip in favor of the JFACC becoming the supported commander when the following conditions are met.
1. The conditions leading to enhanced ground mobility must be present.
Friendly ground forces cannot support air interdiction if their mobility is
restricted. The geography, foliage, and weather in a theater of operations
directly influen1ces ground mobility. Obviously, open flat terrain with minimal feliage in a temperate climate is much more conducive to mobility. As
these factors become more complex, in mou,-tainous or jungle environments, the potential for ground maneuver dramatically decreases.
Additionally, mobility can depend on the location of the two opposing
forces. A nonlinear environment promotes mobility simply because there is
more maneuver room available. When friendly forces are not constrained
ljy the presence of opposing enemy lines, they are better able to maneuver
urnobstructed by the enemy. Furthermore, friendly maneuver endorses the
necessity of air superiority. Indeed, to maneuver freely, ground forces must
be protected from the onslaught of enemy air interdiction.
2. The intensity of the conflict should reach the level of conventional
warfare. Air interdiction realizes its maximum potential when applied
against a highly mechanized modern force that is dependent on rapid miobility and an intensive logistic system.
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3. The required conditions for effective interdiction discussed in chapter 2
must be achievable. Let's briefly review them here. To begin, air superiority is
mandatory for both successful air interdiction and ground maneuver. Next,
adequate intelligence on the disposition of the enemy is necessary in order to
select viable targets. Finally, air interdiction depends on the ability to detect,
identify and precisely hit selected targets. Undoubtedly, that requires the
targets to be sufficiently exposed to facilitate their identification and thus,
their susceptibility to air interdiction. Enemy exposure is further multiplied
when their movements are channelized and concentrated along limited lirnes
of communication. Additionally, interdiction is optimized when the enemy's
capacity for resupply is strained because of a continuous demand to replenish
spent resources. This is precisely where friendly ground maneuver becomes so
important. As the enemy maneuvers in response to friendly ground maneuver, hie exposes himself to the impact of air interdiction. In short, ground
maneuver enhances the conditions which lead to effective interdiction.
The chosen ground scheme of maneuver must fit the enemy's mode of operations so as to entice him to further expose hirnseif to the effects of interdiction. Lateral shifts/feints, advances, or retrograde operations should
c~rrespond to his defensive/offensive mindset. For example, one cannot expect
to entice an enemy force to leave the protection of defensive f 'rtifications by
conducting a retrograde operation. Instead, one needs to man, ',er so as to
potentially threaten something he values. This is not to say Lhat friendly
ground forces should deliberately engage the enemy 1orzes to "butt heads" at a
disadvantage and absorb casualties. Remember the admonition about retaining the freedom for operational maneuver to either trade space for time or use
maneuver to threaten enemy operational centers of gravity.
Conversely, air interdiction should initially support ground maneuver in
the following situations. (Note: most of these are the inverse to the conditions
listed earlier.)
1. When ground mobility is constrained by obstacles such as weather, terrain, or the linear nature of a static front, air power should give ground forces
the time and protection they need to maneuver.
2. The lower the intensity of a conflict, the more the outcome depends on
ground forces. Winning the "hearts and minds of the people" is best achieved
face to face. Therefore, in counter insurgericy/guerrilla wars or against an
enemy who lacks a fully mechanized conventional force, air will normally
support ground maneuver.
3. When the conditions for effective air intlrdiction are questionable, ;s in
the situations just describe.d, finding and hitting targets from the air can be
difficult. Therefore, interdiction's effectiveness may be initially 0&ýcreased, but
by supporting friendly ground maneuver the future potential for interdiction
increases due to subsequent enemy ground movement.
It is important to remember that this f,-amework describes the iniitial conditions upon which to base the air/ground relationship. As the campaign un-
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folds, conditions may vary causing an alternating exchange of component
relationships. Further, these combinations of conditions may not appear as
conveniently packaged as they are here. Indeed, reality will call for a "reading
of the tea leaves" as individual conditions are carefully weighed. Undoubtedly,
it's called operational art for a reason.
A prime example of balancing such conditions in selecting a supported/supporting relationship took place in Desert Storm. Before air operations began
the opposing ground forces were aligned in near linear fashion which tends to
constrain friendly ground maneuver. However, the terrain and weather provided a good environment for ground mobility. Furthermore, conditions for air
interdiction were fairly positive as the dug-in mechanized Iraqi forces were
often visible from the air. On the other hand, unless the Iraqis surfaced and
tried to maneuver, it would be much more difficult to hit many of these
targets and accurately assess battle damage. In this situation, Gen H. Norman Schwarzkopf could have gone either way in selecting the primary supported component. As it turned out, he chose the traditional approach of air in
support of ground maneuver.
In a manner very similar to Allenby's campaign in Palestine in WWI, air
power protected a massive lateral shift of Coalition ground forces. Air power
set the stage for the surprise "Hail Mary" left hook by blinding the enemy to
friendly .ground movements. In further suipnort, air interdiction reduced the
Iraqi front line forces facing ARCENT to 33 percent of their original strength
before ground operations even began. Additionally, Iraqi Republican Guard
units held as theater reserves were attrited to 66 percent by G day.1 Fortunately, air power did its job well.
On 24 February 1991 the trap was sprung; the 100-hour ground offensive
began. Consequently, the Iraqi forces received a full dose of the a&/ground
dilemma. When they moved, they became immediate victims to air power. By
choosing to remain hunkered-down, they were quickly enveloped, dt.stroyed,
or forced to surrender. In all, 40 Iraqi divisions were rendered inapotent
Moreover, friendly casualties were extremely light in the enri.ing close engagements. In fact, not counting incidents of blue-on-Lih.c fratricide, the :ctual count of ground personnel killed in close combat was approximatvely 50.
Amazingly, the synergistic effects of air interdiction and ground maneuver
dispatched one Iraqi division fbr every 2.5 houcs of the grulQJ campaign and
at a cost of only 1.25 Coalition s;oldiers per haqi division.
Nevertheless, Genera) Schwarzkopf could have chosen a different route. By
telegraphing his lateral shift, instead of hiding it, the Iraqis may well habvv
tried to bring the Rlepublican Guard units forward in a counter move. Once
expo.ed in this attempt, the re!ulting slaughLer of mobile lraqi forces would
have been reminiscent of the devastation at AI-KbaAV*.2 Instemd of the previous 66 percent attrition, when full., exposed, these divsions might have
been totally destroyed by air power alone. The potential of this scenario is
that ",ecould have completely avoided large scale close combat, thus further
reduccing Coattion casualties. Itowever, even if the Iraqi forces had not taken
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the bait and remained postiu ed as before, the resultant campaign would have
unfoldchd much a- it did !n reality.
Thie campaign that occurred and the potential one just described are indicative cf a fully developed '-heater of operations. However, the determinant
conditions of the supported/supporting relationships may change with each
prece(mig phase of a campaign. For example, in a forced entry scenai io, air
power may first support land/airborne/amphibious forces in establishing a
lodgement and force buildup. In turn, the land forces support air power by
seizing or building airficIds from which to operate. Thereafter, throughout the
subsequent phases of sustained offensive/defensive operations, conflict termination, and redeployment, che component relations)itips remain dynamic and
situationally dependent. Let's now focus attention on how I reconimend these
component relationships be orchestrated.

Orchestration
To achieve the flexibility inherent in the harmonization of ground mnaneuver and air interdiction requires a high degree of' mutual trust betwen the
,FC and the cormponeint commanders. Based on our examination of the
air/ground r:lationship we determi.nc,.d that it is Dot simply a matter of supporting either one or the other individually, but exercising both simultaneously in achieving the JFC's objectives. This demands that the component
commandern forfeit any organizational rivalries and doctrinal "sacred cows"
that inhibit the decisive potential of this joint teanx.
Orchestra Ling these efforts requires the broad vision of the JFC. Together
with his subordinate commanders, he carefully weighs the specific conditions
discussed earlier in this chapter. Based on this analysis and the campJiign
objectives, he determines the initial supported/aupporting relation ships. The
JFC then details the size, shape, and positioning of component boundalies
based on his concept of operations. Here is where I split with the chairman's
doctrinal initiatives addresses in chapter 4.
Although ground umaneuver boundaries afe established, the JFLCC should
not always be the supported commander within those boundaries. If conditions dictate, groun,! maneuver serves a supporting role to interdiction.
Therefbre, in accordance with the JFC's guidance, the JFACC sholld take the
lead within the maneuver Loundaries in syncbiunizing ground maneuver to
enhance air interdiction Taking the lead, however, does not. in any way infer
taking control of ground forces. I am i.ot so naive as to assume that a JFACC
possesses the background or cxpertis'e for such action. Ideally, the JFACC
supervises the orches.ration of a jointly devised and agreed upon general
scheme of maneuver aimed at promoting interdiction as the primary killing
mechanism without subjecting the ground force to unlo risk. As the supported
commander, the JFACC issues mission ty:e orders describing the timing and
effects of the ground maneuver force. No at'.empt is made to dictate specific
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"how to" orders-this is left. to the discretion of the supporting component. Again,
trust is the key issue. It is then incumbent upon the supporting commander to
state whether or not he can fulfill his assignment and/or to petition to the JFC
for the additional resources he requires to do so. With this general guidance, the
detailed coordination between components is done through the linkage of liaison
staffs. Undoubtedly, for such orchestration to b2 credible, the Battle Control
Element (BCE) on the JFACC staff and the corresponding JFLCC air liaison
office must contain a senior member of their respective components, preferably a
officer.
genejr
Con /ersely, the same principles apply when air is designated as the supporting element. Historically, ground commanders have imagined themselves possessing an inbred capacity for understanding the best use of air power. However,
just as an air commander cannot technically control ground forces the reciprocal
is also true. Therefore, as the JFLCC orchestrates air with ground maneuv'er he
should issue mission oriented directives without attempting to micro-manage
specific interdiction targeting. These directives should be integrated and deconflicted with the JFC's overall campaign priorities. It would be well to place the
same confidence in air power that Gen George Patton had when he gave the air
corps the mission of guarding his right flank along the Loire River during his
drive toward Germany in WWII. That particular assignment was accomplished
with such success that the German commander south of the Loire River asked,
while negotiating for surrender, that "Brig. Gen. 0. P. Weyland, commander of
the XIX TAC (Tactical Air Command), he present at the capitulation of the
Germnin Commander's force of 20,000 troops."''

Summary
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1 put, initial support for either ground maneuver or air interdiction is
ed by the JFC after assessing current theater conditions;. The supDinponent commander then orchestrates air and ground forces to
e their synergistic effects. Founded on mutual trust, his direction
ome in the form of mission type orders outlining the timing and
effects of supporting operations. In short, assignnients are made,
v,given, and accountability required.
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This thesis has attempted to address the melding of two extremely potent
elements in a JFC's theater campaign: ground maneuver and air interdiction.
The case was made that ground maneuver and air interdiction can and should
be fully synchronized so as to mutually complement and support each ot-or at
the operational level of war. Indeed, it is through this reciprocal relatio. hip
that land and air power unite t..) impose an unsolvable dilemma upo' the
enemy. tfow3ver, to realize this decisive potential the component forces ..! it
combine into a truly joint team. No longer should land or air forces be considered as separate entities, but as coequals in the fulfillment of our national
objectives. This involves an evolving educational process and the building of
mutual trust between the JFC and his component commanders. Undoubtedly,
in such relationships personalities become just as important, if not more so,
than organizational "wiring diagrams" and doctrinal statements.
The future of our armed forces is unclear. Nevertheless, vie can be sure that
the days of deploying overwhelming force are fading fast. Therefore, to maximize our combat leverage, it is imperative that we fully exercise the strengths
of the joint air/ground team. Unfortunately, we may not enter the next war
with precisely the correct war-fighting doctrine, but it is our charter to make
it as correct as possible. This thesis is a small step along that road. To
continue further, we must follow the admonitiOn of Sen Sam Nunn to seek not
what is best for our individual services, but to seek that which is best for
America 4
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